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Brains-How Come?

i

By ALLAN STRONG BROMS
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b~tter brai~ makes. ma~ supreme over the other
This does not mean that he acquired some true knowl·
ammals. T,le gap IS WIde between him and his edge that way and that his children inherited the memnearest rival, so wide that even some scientists once ory of that knowledge. Nor does it mean that after handtook exception here to the theory of evolution. They ad- work had trained and developed his individual brain,
mitted the probability of physical evolution; but sure! v that his children inherited this bettered brain. We are
that wonderful thing, the human mind, must have bee~ pretty sure that characters acquired by exercise and
specially created and implanted. Just how, they did not training are not inherited.
No; this was one of those partnerships between a
explain. Perhaps, at bottom, this reaction was not
reasoned, but rather the prejudice of pride which de- thinker and doers, in which either would fail without
manded for superior man superior origins and graces. the other. Brains are usually assets, but never more
Nevertheless, there is a
than minor assets if they
real problem here, the
have no hands to do their
problem of how man got
stuff. Look at the horse;
that way. The modern sciof what use is a bright
brain to him, since he can
entific answer is that man's
use it but little?
Then
hands made his brains.
consider the elephant with
Man's close relatives
his handy trunk (not at
have all died out, but some
second cousins, the anthroall bad as a hand) that
gives him a chance to use
poid (man-like) apes, still
his brain and therefore
live. For mere animals,
Chimpanzee
gi\'es him a good brain.
J a"a Ape·man
they have pretty good
In the struggle for €'xistbrains, stand almost huCourtesy J. H. McGregor
ence, characters acquired
manly erect and have
by
variation
will
tend
to
survive,
and to develop by
hands and use them. We shall find that hands make
brains, so they might well be getting somewhere if man further selective survivals, if they give advantage, inhad not beaten them to it and crowded them off the crease fitness. Brains without hands never amounted to
much, so they did not evohe. Brains with hands meant
high road. Now they haven't a chance.
But they do have the family look. Just compare them a lot, so they evolved rapidly.
with some of the old family portraits we have dug up.
If you want to know how handy your hands are, tie
We really had to dig for them, these portraits, for the them up for a while and learn your helplessness. Or try
family album is the earth itself and the portraits are the picking up pins with your toes. Even practice will not
fossil bones we have found. It must be confessed that help much, for the foot is built wrong. Its thumb does
the earliest grandfather of them all, old Pithecanthropus not work right. The hand's thumb is a dandy. It is set
Erectus of Java, was an unlovely low-brow. He was not on a flexible and rotating joint; it can be placed opposite
an ape, oh no, but he certainly had the marks. In the the fingers for the picking hold. This makes the hands
scale of brains, he stood right between the ape below and handy. To prove this, hold your thumb and try picking
ourselves above.
up pins with the fingers only. It makes a good game,
But just how did man get his brains? Well, he just but it is not handy.
happened to get the right
As long as we travelled on
training. Then too, Nature
four feet, the hands were kept
gave him several good boosts.
busy as feet and could not
His hands, however, can take
develop into real hands. This
most of the credit. With hands
held the brain, the partner,
he handles things, examines
down too. Luckily for us, one
them, does things to them. He
of our ancestors made just
always learns best by doing.
the right move.He climbed
He learned reality by doing,
into the trees. That is how he
for it really works. Apply an
got his hands.
The brain
idea and you test it. If it is
followed.
true, it works; if false, it
Very likely, this ancestor
fails. Man got his truths that
was a little fellow who fled
way. As he does his doing
to the trees for protection.
....... _.-._.,,with his hands, he got his
He
was probably much like
Brains of modern and prehistoric men compared with
truths through his hands.
Tarsius of the East Indies, a
that of chimpanzee.
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squirrel-sized, primitive lemur (semi-monkey) who has it happened' that the palinership of "Hands and Brain"
several very. human characteristics besides hands. In- got its big chance. The junior partner soon grew up.
stead of climbing by clawing, as squirrels and cats do, and now runs the works.
he climbed by grasping. Slowly, by natural selection,
The hands did another good job. They picked up
he and his monkey descendents developed hands and sticks and stones and used them for tools. Further
feet with thumbs. Of course he still used his hands directed by the brain, they also made tools by chipping
mainly as feet and only occasionally as true hands. and grinding and carving. Now, instead of cracking
But his brain got its start, for at last it began to count nuts with the teeth, they used a heavy stone. Instead of
through its performing partners.
tearing tough meat with the teeth, they cut it up with a
The hands divided their job between them. The left stone knife. The tools of the hand relieved the heavy
hand hung on to keep the balance, while the right got work of the jaws and the jaw grew smaller. The lower
real clever at manipulation. The one got the stupid face receded, while the growing brain-case bulged upjob of just holding things, while the other got the handy- ward. Man became a high-brow.
man's job of picking things apart. So the one stayed
The erect attitude helped too. It shifted the restawkward, while the other became "dexterous", which is ing point of the head. The head no longer hung, it
just Latin for right-handed. Sometimes Nature trades halanced. The physiologists tell us this changed the neck
about and makes the left hand clever and the right hand and helped to free and develop the organs of articulate
dumb, but it takes just this kind of a pair, a holder and speech. Speech meant that we could pass ideas around
a picker, to make the unbeatable combination.
and thus learn from each other. Later we also learned
Some of the descendents grew big, much too heavy to write our speech and then we could pass our ideas
for tree life and so they took to the ground. In the along down through the ages. Knowledge then began to
trees they had acquired the semi-erect attitude which accumulate and each generation could start off where
pertially freed the hands and as the free hands were too the last one left off. That meant progress in know ledge.
handy to lose, they became more and more erect. In
But this is only the story of how man's hands helped
walking, they kept their weight on the hind feet and him get his brain. His two eyes had something to do
for all practical purposes, the hands were free. Thus with it too, but that is a story for the next issue.
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The Horned Dinosaur Triceratops
The greatest wealth of material illustrating evolution is to be
found at the American Museum of Natural History, 77th Street
and Central Park West, New York. Readers of EVOLUTlON around
New York will live more interesting lives if they form the Museum
Habit, and visitors from out of town should be sure to spend at
least a day at the Museum. It is open free every day of the year,
weekdays from 9 to 5, Sundays 1 to 5. Each issue of EVOLUTION
will contain an illustrated article describing some exhibit of
special interest to students of evolution.

It weighed about ten tons, twice as much as an Indian
Elephant. It had straight hind limbs like the other
dinosaurs, but its fore limbs bowed-out as in large modern lizards. It had an everlasting supply of teeth, for
as those in use wore out they were replaced by others
from below. Its chief enemy was the giant carnivorous
dinosaur Tyrannosaurus whose skeleton is exhibited
nearby.
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Triceratops is one of several related species of dinosaurs common in western North America in Cretaceous
times sixty to one-hundred million years ago when that
part of the continent was lower and the climate milder.
In an adjoining hall are the skulls, skeletons and fam-
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Skeleton of Triceratops.
Courtesy Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.
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N the great Hall of Dinosaurs on the fourth floor will
be found the skeleton and reproduction of Triceratops, He of the Three Horned Face, a huge plant-eating
reptile whose hoofs, horns and general proportions suggest a giant rhinoceros, but with the horny beak of a
turtle and a good set of grinding teeth. The back of the
skull is expanded into a great bony plate, a combination
of horns and buckler pivoted at the centre on the neck
so that it could be turned to meet attack from front or
side. The body was not protected by a bony armor,
but the skin was tough and leathery, with raised scales.

Triceratops restored to flesh.
Courte§:!. Am. Mus. jVat. Hist.

-,' .
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ous eggs of small dinosaurs from the desert of Mongolia, thought to be its ancestors. The National
MuseuPl in Washington and that at Yale University,
Cambridge, Mass., also have fine Triceratops exhibi~.
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By

HUGH

IF animals have evolved from one form to another, the
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Skeleton of Greenland Whale (reduced to 1.200th) and
rudimentary leg·bones somewhat larger.
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Vestigial Organs
changes must frequently have entailed the disuse of old organs and it is to be expected that the late
forms would still have such organs or vestiges of them,
either wholly or in part functionless. Such vestigial
structures would then tell the story of the animal's past,

'\
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the nature of its habitat, and its mode of life. The fact
that whales and certain snakes have recognizable vestiges
of limbs can only mean that these animals have descended from ancestors with legs. The presence of
incisor teeth in the embryo calf and of teeth in the
embryo parrot can only mean that the ancestors of our
cattle had upper incisors and that the ancestors of modern parrots were toothed. This inference is borne out
by the fact that birds with teeth occur as fossils in the
Cretaceous deposits of Kansas and in the Jurassic of
Germany. The clearly developed third eye on the top of
the head of a New Zealand lizard (Sphenodon) indicates
that certain vestigial structures in the roof of the brain
in certain reptiles, birds and mammals are the remains
of such an organ of sight.
According to Wiedersheim, there are about 180 such
rudimentary structures in the human body, all indicating an evolutionary relationship with lower vertebrates.
Examples are to be seen in the tailed human embryo,
muscles of tail and ear, hair follicles, bronchial clefts,
pointed ear, vermiform appendix, etc. Changes due to
the recently acquired erect position are found in the
shifting of the pelvic girdle, the descent of the genital
glands, the changed positions of the navel, heart, sto·
mach, thyroid and thymus glands. Had man any other
than an evolutionary origin, such structures would not
be present and the fact that they all point in one direction completely cinches the case.
But this is not all. Man changed to the upright posi.
tion so recently that many of his bodily parts have not
yet adapted themselves to the change. That the upright
position is not yet wholly natural is clearly manifest
from the difficulty which every child experiences in learning to maintain it. In no other species do the young have
to learn by a long and laborious process of conscious
effort to acquire the usual posture of the adult. In the
case of animals that go on all fours, the limbs are attached at the "four corners" of the body in such a way

F.

MUNRO

as to divide the load between them and thus lighten the
burden of each. On the other hand, when man took to
walking erect the entire weight of his head and body
was thrown upon his hind legs. In order to support
this shifted weight, relatively greater development was
forced upon the hip bones and legs, but this was not so
serious as the various curvatures of the spine which ensued. Man is the only animal, with the partial exception of the anthropoid apes, in which the backbone is
necessarily curved to make more easy the support of
trunk and head, and in those apes the amount of spinal
curvature is in direct proportion to the uprightness of
their postures.
Another consequence of the recently acquired erect
attitude is the depression of the viscera into the abdominal cavity, leading to that painful form of rupture known
as "inguinal hernia", a derangement unknown among
quadrupeds.

MAN

Fi£TAl.

Our vestigial vermifofT"l (worm-like) appendix.

REVERSION
By reversion or atavism is meant the sudden and
sporadic reappearance of some ancestral structures
which had been either entirely lost or greatly reduced.
Reversions are usually to be found in structures that
have changed their form within a comparatively recent
time, and in every case they revert to a previous condition. In man the occasional excessive development of
the canine teeth is a reversion to a form usual to the
anthropoid apes, whose canine teeth are very large' and
are used as weapons. The occasional occurrence in man
of tail muscles, and 'even of the tail itself, a complete
coating of hair and arrangement of muscular and bony
systems not adapted to the upright position, are all due
to reversion. If they do not indicate stages on the road
over which man has traveled, then what do they mean?
EMBRYOLOGY
Every individual plant or animal, including man, begins its
history as a single cell, and gradually passes

life
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by slow stages of cell-division and differentiation into
the adult condition. In doing this, each individual
passes through successive stages which have preceded
it' in the line of its tribal history. In other words, race
history is repeated in individual history. The length
and complexity of this process are proportional to the
complexity of the adult form. Thus the complete life
cycle of many of the lower multicellular animals and
plants is passed through in the course of a few months,
while the body of a man requires twenty years or more
to attain its full development. During the months of
his prenatal existence he, too, sums up his tribal history,
as he quickly passes from the unicellular stage successively through the invertebrate, fish and mammalian
stages, to emerge at last, a human being.
Dividing his uterine life into three periods, at the end
of the first he has four gill slits, no lungs and a tail
which is one-third the length of his body. His brain is
the same relative size as that of any other vertebrate,
and at this stage the embryo can hardly be distinguished
from that of anyone of the higher mammals.

PAGE FIVE

During the second period the gill slits are still present,
but the tail is less than one-fourth the length of the
body, while the legs are mere knobs.
During the third period, the tail generally, but not al·
ways, disappears; the gill slits have gone, the lungs
have been developed; still the embryo is distinguished
only by the larger size of the head. After birth the
great toe standing out from the others is reminiscent
of the grasping tOe of the ape· like form, and arboreal
tendencies are shown by the young child without training
clinging to any support that it can grasp.

As

animal life depends upon plant life for its food, it
is obvious that land animals could not develop
until tile plants had taken to the land. The plants led
and the animals followed. Both originoted in the water
and in their long evolutions passed through three main
stages; water, marsh and land life. "The Cambrian, first
of the Paleozoic periods, shows exclusively water forms.
Individual development often more or less recapitulates
water ancestry. . .. The swimming sperms of the ferns
and cycads remind us of their former surroundings, The
tadpole stage of a frog is essentially a fish. The mammals, including man, pass through a stage with gills
plainly showing. . . .
"The animal world is entirely dependent upon plants
for its existence. And so both worlds have developed
side by side: the water animals from the beginning huve
fed on the algae (seaweeds); the cold blooded reptiles,
on gymnosperms (needle-leaved plants such as our ever-

"To regard our conscious motives as the real reasons for our
important acts is but a degree removed from the savage who
thinks that the changes of the seasons are made by his magic.
The unconscious is like the filterabk virus; like the dark side
of the moon; like the vitals of the ship which are invisible below
the water line; like the radium emanations wbich cannot be experienced, but which are necessary for the interpretation of other
phenom6l1a.'·
-From Mental Adjustments by Wells..

l .! .

L.

Pro£. H. H. Lane (Professor of Zoology, University
of Kansas) tells us that "even an experienced embryologist dare not preserve a series of mammalian embryos.
without carefully labeling each at the time it was secured,
for it is almost impossible to determine whether a given
specimen is human, pig, rat or cat, if the labels be misplaced even on specimens fairly well advanced in development.

The Story of Plant Evolution
"'e have just received a leaflet under the above title, written
by Dr. Alfred Gunderson of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden. It
presents an interesting but much neglected aspect of the story
of evolution.

I ..

greens) with comparatively little nourishment; the mammals, in general, on the more nutritious angiosperms
(broadleaved higher plants). The lowest animals are
floating or stationary; food is absorbed from the sea.
They differ but little from the lowest plants. Higher
animals have movement; with an alimentary canal and
circulation of blood, they carry, so to speak, a condensed
ocean inside of themselves. Similarly the highest animals, warm-blooded, may be said to carry climate inside. More heat required more food, so the broad
leaved angi05perms, with grasses and fruit, had to come
before mammals and birds could develop."
Many interesting facts are brought out, "Water plants
need no special organs to take in moisture, for it sur·
rounds them." Hence they have nO true root.;, but merely root-like "rhizoids" to anchor them on the stormy
shore. "True roots have root hairs and conducting tissue to carry waler and solutions." Only the higher marsh
and land plants have them. The vc:luable discussion of the
rather complex development of spores and seeds cannot
well be summarized, but it tells the same story of an
evolutionary beginning in the water.

"In an ideal University . . . • the force of living example
should fire the student with a nobler ambition to emulate the
learning of learned men, and to follow in the footsteps of the
explorers of new fields of knowledge. And the very air he
breathes should be charged with that enthusiasm for truth, that
fanaticism of veracity, which is a greater possession than much
learning; a nobler gift than the power of increasing knowledge;
by so much greater and nobler than these, as the moral nature
of man is greater than the intellectual; for veracity is the heart
of morality."-Thomas Huxley.
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Mastodon Facts vs. Fundamentalist Fancies

,,'I

By WALTER C. KRAATZ
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Uninfonned anti-evolutionists, dabbling with data regarding
well-known extinct animals, often attribute to these crea·
tures far greater size than they possessed and draw startling conclusions, as in the naive statement of the fundamentalist that the
huge size of the dinosaurs and mastodons made it impossible for
t hem to get into the ark and caused their extinction.
Readers
will remember the fine cartoon on this idea in April EVOLUTION.
Lately the discovery of a mastodon tooth in our county brought
to light more of the same fundamentalist ideas. The incident
is worth telling, if only to correct such ideas with real data on
the nature and size of this extinct mammal. Elephants, mam_
moths, mastodons and some antecedent relatives constitute the
order Proboscidea, the name referring to their trunks.

...

~

The tooth in question was exhibited in a drug store window
with an astonishing label, full of erroneous "information". I
offered a large label in correction, but when the willing drugstore manager saw that my data demolished that of the first label
(even though he had had no hand in its production) and that I
mentioned the evolution of the elephants, he did not post my
label, explaining diplomatically that he wished to avoid conten·
tion. Instead he took down the exhibit.

and the tallest of African elephants nearly approaches the height
given for the Imperial mammoth.
We can roughly judge the size of the mastodon from his tooth,
provided we know our elephants. But the original label writer
and other fundamentalists do not know them. Probably he
judged the mastodon's size on the basis of the difference in size
between a human and his molar.
Several body features of the elephant changed much in the
millions of years of his evolution. The head particularly became much larger and notably high, appearing even foreshortened,
as big air spaces developed in the upper p'arts of the skull. The
molars became fewer and larger, the upper incisors tusks. A
trunk or proboscis developed. The American mastodon however
did not go quite so far in this development as have the presen;
elephants.
The American mastodon had two large molars on each side of
the jaw. The crown of the one I have measures 8 inches long

The finder had stated on his label that the tooth was as old as
the deluge, which is entirely unscientific. It probably dates from
the last glacial recession some 30,000 to 50,000 )'ears ago.
Mastodon teeth are not rare. Numerous skeletons also lie
buried in the glaciated country and many are mounted in the
museums. 'We have one tooth, but no skeleton, in our biology
department at Akron.
The imaginative writer of the original label said that judging
from the size of the tooth, the mastodon must have been 40 to
60 feet long and 20 to 26 feet high! Of course no American
mastodon or other living or extinct land mammal was ever found
anywhere near that large.

j
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Mastodon Americanus, the species from which the tooth came,
was scarcely as larg~ as our present day Indian elephant. Prof.
Lull, in his "Organic Evolution", has a good chapter for those
who want to know the nature and evolution of the Proboscidea
and states that this species ranged from 7 to 9 feet tall. Another
reliable book is "Animals of the Past" by Dr. Lucas, published by
the American Museum of Natural History.
In a recent article in Natural History (Jan., 1925) Dr. H. F.
Osborn gives a tabulation of body heights from all the latest
data. The American mastodon was 9 feet, 6 inches tall, the
Woolly mammoth 9 feet, 3 inches, the Indian elephantOiving)
10 feet, the ]effersonian mammoth 10 feet, 6 inches, the African
elephant (living) 11 feet, 4 inches, and finally thc largest that ever
lived, the Imperial mammoth 13 feet, 6 inches. Thus the Ameri·
can mammoth was not as tall as the present living Indian elephant,

Teeth of mastodon and mammoth.

Courtesy Am. Mus. Not. liist.
and half as wide. The tooth in the drug store was a bit smaller.
But though the label writer had probably never seen another
tooth, he stated on his label that his find was the biggest and
most perfect tooth ever found. Aside from being a rather small
specimen, it is not the most specialized type evolved.
The mastodon molar always had a few rows or ridges across
the crown, usually five ""hen fully developed, each ridge con·
sisting of two fairly distinct conical elevations. But the mam·
moth, genus Elephas, a highly developed member of another
line of Proboscidea, had a still larger and more specialized
molar, and moreover only one on each side of the jaw. It was
longer, and had more and narrower ridges across the crown.
The mammoth molar is of the same type as that of the living
elephants, wruch have evolved from the mammoth line. Anyone
acquainted with elephant teeth would recognize the mastodon
molar as being relatively less developed and specialized. We
must not expect, however, that· an anti·evolutionist, discoursing on
mastodons and their teeth, would know any of these facts, nor
trunk of studying an elephant, nor take the trouble to find out
the real facts. Indeed, the less he bothers with facts, the le6s
his imagination is hampered.

~.Cs.'

IMP1RATOR
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lllPHA5 INDICU5

Comparativc sizes of living and extinct Prohoscidea.

lOXODONTA AfRICANA

,MASTODON AM1RICANU5
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Clergymen As Scientific Men
Over half a century ago (October 26, 1876), an editorial under the above title appeared in the New York
Nation. We reprint extracts of present interest.
"THERE is no denying that the theory of evolution,
if true, does, in appearance at least, militate
against the account of creation given in the first chapter
of Genesis as held by the Christian world for seventeen
centuries. It would, therefore, be by nO means surprising that ministers should meet it, either by showing that
the Mosaic account of the Creation was really inspired,
or that it was, when perfectly understood, easily reconciled with the conclusions reached of late years by geologists and biologists. This is the way a great many
ministers have hitherto met the evolutionists, and for
this sort of work they are undoubtedly fitted by education and experience. If it can be done by anyone, they
are the men to do it. If it be maintained that the biblical account is literally true, they are more familiar than
any other class of men with the arguments accumulated
by the church in favor of the inspiration of the scriptures; or, if it be desired to reconcile the Bible with
evolution, they are more familiar than any other class
of men with the exegetical process by which this reconciliation can be effected.
"Of late, however, they have shown a decided inclin·
ation to abandon the purely ecclesiastical approach to
the controversy. They do not seek to defend the biblical
account of Creation or to reconcile it with the theory of
the evolutionists. Far from it, they have come down
into the scientific arena, and are meeting the men of
science with their own weapons.
"Noticing their activity in this new field, we asked
ourselves whether it was possible that, without our
knowledge, any change had of late been made in the
curriculum of divinity schools with a view of fitting ministers to take a prominent part in the solution of the
increasingly important problems raised by physical science. We turned over the catalogs of the principal
divinity schools to see if candidates for the ministry
had to undergo any instruction in geology, paleontology
or astronomy, or had to become versed in the methods
of scientific investigation in the laboratory. Much to our
surprise, we found nothing of the kind. We found that,
to all appearance, not even the smallest smatterino-o of
natural science is considered necessary to a minister's
education; no astronomy, no chemistry, no biology, no
geology. In fact, of special preparation for the discussion of such a theme as the origin of life on the earth,
there does not appear in the ordinary course of our
divinity schools the smallest trace.
"We then said to ourselves, But ministers are modest,
truthful men; they would not knowingly pass themselves off as competent on a subject with which they
are entirely unfitted to deal. Perhaps the training given
in the divinity schools, though it does not touch special
fields of science, so disciplines the student in the work
of collecting or arranging facts of any kind, and reason-

ing from them, that, though he may not have a scientific man's knowledge, he will have his mental habits.
"But we found this second supposition as far from
the truth as the first one was. Moreover, the mental
constitution of the young men who choose the ministry
as a profession is not apt to be of a kind well fitted for
scientific investigation. Reverence is one of their prominent characteristics, and reverenCe predisposes them
to accept things on authority. They are inclined, too, to
seek truth rather as a mean~ of repose than for its own
sake, and fancy that it is associated closely with spiritual
comfort, and that they have f;ecured the truth when they
feel the comfort. They enter the seminary with a strong
bias in favor of one particular view of the origin of
life and the history of the race, and their subsequent
o,ludies are marked out and pursued with the set purpose
of strengthening this bias and of qualifying them to
defend it and spread it, and of associating in their mirids
the doubts or rej ections of it with moral evil. The con·
sequence is that they go forth, trained not as investigators or enquirers, but as advocates, charged with the
defense against all corners of a view of the universe
which they have accepted ready made from their teach·
el's. A worse preparation for scientific pursuits of any
kind can hardly be imagined. The slightest trace of such
a state of mind in a scientific man discredits him with
his fellows and throws doubt on his statements."
The editorial then speaks of clerical attacks, "put together with considerable rhetorical skill and seasoned
with flippance, and presented to make it appear that the
Huxleys, Haeckels and Darwins who have supported
evolution, and given to it years or lives of laborious
and conscientious investigation, were a set of charlatans
or dreamers, whose chief use was to make clerical lectures 'funny'. What was most melancholy about it was,
not the assault on laborious investigators by gentlemen
whose acquaintance with the subject is at best very small,
but the apparent unconsciousness of both orator and his
audience that there was anything absurd or humiliating
in his position. Let us assure the ministers who enjoy
and participate in this sort of sport that it is not the men
of science they are injuring or degrading: it is their own
order and vocation.
"The history of the relation of religion to science has
consisted in the main of the acceptance by theologians
of scientific hypotheses over which they at first laughed
or were angry. Would it not be well for ministers to
abandon the attitude of angry fugitives toward science,
await its discoveries with calm, and watch the tentative
efforts by which all its truths have been revealed with
friendly, or, at all events, courageous interest? For
though a good ally, it may be a terrible, because Illevitable enemy."

"The Moving Finger writes, and, having writ,
Moves on; nor all Jonr piety and wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all )'our tears wash out a word of it."
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HENSHAW WARD
WRITES NEW SERIES
For our Arkansas Campaign Henshaw
Ward is writing a special series of three
articles, presenting THE EVIDENCE FOR
EVOLUTIOill in the simplest, clearest,
non-technical language pOSSible so that
ordinary people that have never studied
science will be able to understand it.
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These articles will appear in the Sep·
tember, October and November issues of
EVOLUTION on the following subjects:
1. The Evidence from Breeding,
2. The E,'idence from Field Work.
3. The Evidence from the Laboratory,
If you have read Henshaw Ward's
Evolution for John Doe, which we
deem by far the best book on e"olution
for laymen yet published, you will have
an inkling of what a treat is in store for
you. If not, please accept our assurance
that you will enjoy these anicles so much
that you will want all your friends and
neighbors to read them 100. So prepare
yourself to spread these three numbers of
EVOLUTION among them.

You will really be doing them a big
favor, for the reading of these friendly
talks by Henshaw Ward will widen their
mental horizon and enable them to live
more interesting ]ives.
Without containing any "preachments"
whatever, Henshaw W~rd's writings have
this quality of quickening the minds of
the readers. That's one reason why we
asked him to write this series of articles.
It is seed that will grow, and we expect
every reader to plant some of it in his
community.
"To decide that a principle is untrue
simply because of the consequences which
misguided people may eventually think
themselves able to deduce from it, although
in itself it is proven and accurate, is certainly both a perverse and mischievous
strategem."-Reclam.
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Arkansas Battle Begins
A battle has begun in Arkansas which
ill time will involve the people of the entire United States and perhaps the whole
English speaking world. Organized big.o.
try has hit upon a new method to attam
its ends. It wi]] win many victories. It
wi]] urow stronger and make a scrious bid
for s~preme power. And all the while it
will be digging its own grave. YOU may
Jive to bury it.
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY

the question of evolution is to be submitted for popular referendum. Funda·
mentalists have succeeded in placing it
on the ballot in Arkansas, forcing the people to vote on it at the next election.
Shall it be unlawful to teach that "man
has ascended or descended from a lower
order of animals"? YES or NO. Four
hundred thousand voters in Arkansas, their
passions and prp-judices aroused by
preacher and politician, are to answer.

have an Initiative and Refe-rendum Law.
Certainly the fundamentalists have enough
little local preachers in each one of these
States to pass around petitions among their
flocks and can easily get the signatures
that are necessary to place the question
on the ballot. When tbey have carried
these States they will make their try for
national control. Sounds fantastic? Remember that they have popular prejudice
on their side. Moreover these fundamentalists have learned some lessons from the
ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE

and they boast that they will not only
apply them, but improve on them. At
any rate, they have ample funds and they
mean busineos and they are going through
with their program. What d'o you propose
to do about it?
Do we feel discouraged at the prospect?
Despair of the future of humanity? See
Dark Ages ahead? On tbe contrary, we
consider this tbe

OSTRICH-LIKE

MOST WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY

many men of science seem to hope to
solve this problem by ignoring it. Self·
styled "lovers Qf intellectual freedom"
make wise-cracks about Arkansas, con.
sidering it of no importance what happens
in the "back-woods". Some hunt shelter
till the storm blows over. Others think
it doeon't matter as long as it does not
affect their immediate personal jobs.
~teanwhile the fundamentalists are in
deadly earnest about it. There may be
cemagogs among their leaders, but most
of them have the

for mass enlightenment that has ever
plesented itself. Ordinarily most people
do not bother their heads with scientific
questions. They follow their mental rut.
But now the fundamentalists will force
them to vote on evolution. Thousands,
Yes millions will want to know what it is
~ll about. And EvOLUTION proposes
to tell them in plain, simple language
what it means to apply the scientific
method, and what science has learned
about nature. The more fundamentalists
agitate the question, the' more opportunities they will create for

FRENZIED FANATICISM

that used to burn witches. They actually
believe that the issue involves eternal bliss
or hell-fire everlasting for themselves and
their children. A ocore of their religious
journals contain broadsides against evolution and evolutioniots in every issue. In
an article reprinted on the opposite page
tlJeir chief spokesman declares a
WAR OF EXTERMINATION

against the teaching of evolution. They
propose to keep on until it is "forced out
of every public school on the American
continent". An idle threat? What is to
stop them? As long as 'the fundamentalists tried to get anti-evolution laws only
through the legislatures there was a good
chance to defeat them. It was possible
to present the positive evidence of evolution to the legislators that had to decide
the question, but how will you submit the
evidence to the voters of a whole State?
This new method of appealing to popular
referendum gives the fundamentalists a
tremendous advantage for the present and
practically asoures their victory in Arkansas. And this Arkansas referendum is not
an isolated event. The battle beginning
there is only
THE FIRST SKIRMISH

of a battle that will have to be waged
in every one 0f the tw~ty States that

POPULAR EDUCATION

and we propose to take full acnntage
of them. Wbile they may win victories
they will also dig the grave in which all
superstition will be laid to rest forever.
We hold that all the anti-evolution laws
that fundamentalists can pass will be nullified by increasing knowledge of the people. EVOLUTION, therefore, takes up
the fundamentalist challenge fearlessly
and confidently, and will meet it boldly
and squarely. We
SHALL NOT SIDE-STEP

the issue by claiming that it is merely
a matter of keeping church and state sepa·
rate. We shall not quibble about the
unconstitutionality of anti-evolution laws.
Neither shall we stultify ourselves by pre.
tending to reconcile the discoveries of
science with supernatural religion. We
maintain
EVOLUTION IS A FACT.

Man HAS descended from a lower order
of animals. From every field of natural
science we shall marshall the evidence
until no intelligent human denies it, until
militant fundamentalism disappears from
the face of the earth and science reigns
supreme.
In this great work we invite the co·
opera tion of every rea der.
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'fhe Fundamentalist Challenge
Here we reprint the Challenge of Fundamentalism as voiced by Rev. W. B. Riley,
President of tbe World's Christian Fundamentals Association, in an article on Evolution
vs. Creation, or Darwin vs. The Divine Word, published in The Bible Champion,
August, 1928.

IN

a series of twenty debates on evolution, the writer has met the president
of the Science League of America, May·
nard Shipley; Professor J. B. McCabe of
England-both rationalists. He has also
met Dr. Edward Adams Cantrell, then
field secretary of the Civil Liberties Union
of New York, and Dr. 1. M. Birkhead of
Kansas City, both Unitarian preachers. He
has also met Professor Burts of the Uni·
versity of Chicago, and Professor 1\letcalf,
the southern biologist, both professed
Christians, and Charles E. Smith, president
(If the American Association for the Ad.
vancement of Atheism. He has found
no difference whatever in the views of
these men. They are one in their opposi.
tion to the God of the Bible and its claim
of inspiration.
We have met these gentlemen in debates
in practically every state in the union, and
we have, in the judgment of adult audio
ences, unifonnly defeated them. Dr. John
Roach Straton was vict(lrious in his debate
against evolution in New York. Dr. Arthur
1. Brown, the noted surgeon, has defeated
every evolution exponent who dared to
meet him in an open forum. Professor
Harry Rimmer has met no man, in the
many debates he has held Upon this sub·
ject, who proved his match. The writer
of this article recently concluded his
!\I'entieth debate in New Orleans, having
as his opponent Charles Smith, president
of the American Association for the Ad·
vancement of Atheism. He suffered the
same fate that had befallen his predeces·
sors, Maynard Shipley, Edward Adams
Cantrell, J. B. McCabe, 1. M. Birkhead,
and others. If their theory is so certainly
established, it seems unfortunate that they
cannot find for it a capable defender.
It is certainly amusing to have these
mental weaklings, who have gone down
in every contest, go about the land indulging themselves in speeches, and written ar·
ticles concerning "the ignorance" of their
opponents. If we could not more than
match them, man for man, in mental

strength and forceful arguments, they
would destro}' one another, for no two of
them are agreed upon any of the details
of this irrational, atheistic, unscientific
theory. They do to one another what the
Philistines did in the day when Gideon,
with his 300, went after them with lamps
and pitchers. Each of them "sets his
sword against his fellow," and they engage
in a mutual slaughter, while the funda·
mentalists hold in their hands the torch
of truth and look on the brotherly butchery.
They are grou-ing increasingly chary of
open debate.
It is difficult for Brown, or Straton, or
Rimmer, or the writer, to find men who
will dare attempt to defend the philosophy
in the open forum of arlult audiences. They
are extremely brave in the presence of little children of "the third grade," and even
young men and women of college age, who
are careful nOt to excite the professors'
displeasure by exercising an independent
opinion. But to prove to the public that
they are cowards, when faced by men of
equal age and competence, we hereby challenge their most outstanding representatives-David Starr Jordan, Henry Fairfield
Osborn, Professors Conkling and Daven·
port. We dare anyone of them, or all of
them in turn, to meet us in the discussion
of this subject before the very universities
in which they themselves are instructors,
and then on the night following, in a pro·
per place before the general public, submitting the merits of the debate to the
majority vote. It would seem, when a subject is shaking the entire land, that the
men who are so certain of their ground,
would come to the defense of the truth, if
they have it. We dare them!
We charge that the course pursued in
this matter is cowardice.
Fundamentalists live in the confident expectation of victory. We have won already
many states. Tennessee outlawed this atheism; Mississippi outlawed this atheism. Al·
bert C. Dieffenbach, its most ardent expon.
ent, after reciting the states in which either
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an anti-evolution law had been passed, or
existing laws interpreted to prohibit such
instruction, or the proposed law defeated
only by crooked politics, admits, "There
is a distinct gain for the Fundamentalists.
These people will' come up again, and
again." In that matter Dr. Dieffenbach is
right. We do not expect so much to "come
up again and again," as to stay up.
Maynard Shipley, in the Marcb number
of Current History, semibly says, "Nothing
but a vigorous State-wide opposition cam·
paign can save the day for Arkansas next
November"; and again, "Oklahoma is particularly menaced. . . . There is far less
organized opposition to anti·evolution agitation in Oklahoma than in Arkansas";
and then (it makes us smile to record it),
he continues, "From present indications,
unless a strong organized counter attack
can be established, Oklahoma is cultur·
ally doomed." How pathetic! To some
men, the unpro\'en speculation of Darwin
is Science; to others, it is "cultural." and
to atheists it is both: but to men of the
highest intelligence, i; is bunk.
Let it be understood, fundamentalists
propOSe a war of exterml:nation. We have
met some defeats; never yet a fair one, We
have won !;ome victories, but whether we
meet defeat or victory. we are in the fight
to stay until this atheistic religion is forced
out of every public school on the continent.
Dr. Dieffenbach was intelligent enough
to note the parallelism between this fight
and that against the liquor traffic, and in
his article some months since, he sanely
reminded his readers of possible parallel·
ism by saying, "The struggle for prohibi.
tion, which, by the way, made no such
amazing political headway in its first fifty
years as the present Fundamentalist foray
has done in half a decade, would never
have got anywhere without the churches."
There are men who imagine that the
churches are dead, and we admit that those
who are in the hands of modernist minis·
ters are On their way to the grave. But,
fortunately, there remain thousands and
tens of thousands of preachers who have
not as yet succumbed to this skeptical
speculation and under whose leadership
Christian Amelica ",ill yet speak the doom
of the Darwin skepticism now falsely
named "Science!"
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LET US ANSWER THIS FUNDAMENTALIST CHALLENGE
by sending copy of EVOLUTION with Ward article to each of

FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND FAMILIES IN ARKANSAS
during this campaign, while they are agitated about the question. We have a
method of reaching them, but not the necessary funds. Since it costs about
five cents per name it will take

I.····.·......

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.
Make remittance payable to EVOLUTION, 96 Fifth Ave., New York, and
specify FOR ARKANSAS EDUCATION
"
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The Scientific Method
By EDWIN

LI:"TO:"

(Reprinted from Science)
HE struggle between that spirit in man
which urges him to seek an explanation of things as they are and that spirit
which prefers to rest upon the slumber·
wooing bosom of tradition has been the
theme of many learned treatises and of
innumerable disputations.
The line of cleavage separates those who
arrive at truth by way of the scientific
method from those who frame their be·
liefs in accordance with some traditional
authority.
When reduced to its simplest expression
the term scientific method is no more than
those processes which every normal person
employs, ",hereby, through observation, ex·
perimental tests, and comparison with
knowledge already posses"cn, he arrives at
a reasoned conclusion.
An example of the employment of the
scientific method, while it may seem trivial.
.since it is drawn from the experiences of
a boy who, at the time he first used it,
probably never had heard of the word
science, will serve my purpose rather better
than one which might call for the use of
technical terms.
On a bright morning following a quiet
fall of snow, a boy out hunting notices
certain marks in the snow which, instead
of being haphazard, are in quite ordeIly
arrangement. They are in groups of four,
much as be could make by pressing two
of his fingers, held some two or three
jnches apal1 and nearly side by side and
two other impressions made in the same
way but one in front of the other and
some eight or ten inches from the pair of
parallel marks. Moreover, a line joining
the paired impressions is nearly at right
angles to the line which joins the other
·two.
Be observes that these groups follow one
after the other, a few feet apart, and form
an unbroken line which stretches between
a patch of blackberry briars and a brush·
l1eap. ills discerning eye notes that the
two parallel impressions are consistently l!t
that end of the group which points towards the brushheap. So much for his
observation of facts. Next follows what
:might be called an experimental test, at
least a search for additional facts. Keep·
ing at some distance from the brush·heap,
he walks around it, meanwhile carefully
·examining the snow. Suppose that he finds
the snow wruch surrounds the brush-heap
free from orderly placed markings other
than the one line of impressions which
connects it with the briar. patch. His ac·
quaintance with such signs as these teach·
·es him that a short time before a rabbit
left the briars and hopped in the direc·
tion of the brush-heap. His investigation
·of the available facts thus far, since in
the language of the fable, there are no
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returning footprints, justifies his ,-ery
reasonable hypothesis that there is a rab·
bit in that brush-heap. Imagine that boy's
disgust if some traditionalist passer-by
should object to the validity of his reasoned conclusion, call it impious and inform
him that these marks were placed there by
the creator of the snow or else were freaks
of Rature.
This would be no more an affront to rea·
son than much which stands written
against the rational interpretation of fossil
footprints. For instance Oil page 155 of
"The Dogma of Evolution," is printed this
criticism of paleontological conclusions:
"The positiv-e evidence of so momentous a
change of structure (appearance of Amphibia) to be derived from six footprints
seems a slender one on which to base the
continuity of evolution." Which naturally
makes one wonder whether eight footprints
would be convincing, or if there had been
but four, whether they could be admitted
as evidence at all.
Of course our hunter may be quite ready
to admit that, while the evidence at hand
points to the conclusion that there is a
rabbit in the brush·heap, further investi·
gation may show that there is no rabbit
there. For example, a hawk may have
swooped down and carried it off through
the trackless air, but if that were the case
there would be some evidence that such a
tragedy harl been enacted.
Some thirty years ago, more or less, towards the close of the day, I unpacked a
lot of material which had been collected
by the Rev. W. E. Johnston, missionary to
West Africa. Among much other interest·
ing and valuable material were the skull,
the bones of a hand, and the skin of a
hand of a large male gorilla. This mate·
rial I had left lying on a table in my room
in the college. When I entered this room
on the following morning, I found the janitor, John Washington, so deeply engrossed
in an investigation in comparative anatomy
that he did not reply to my morning greet·
ing. He was holding the little finger of
the gorilla besid e the corresponding finger
of his own hand. The nails on the fifth
digits of these representatives of two
genera of primates, Troglodytes gorilla and
Homo sapiens, var. Africanus, thus laid
side by side, were practically identical in
shape, color, and differed not greatly in
size. Instead of answering me in his usually polite manner, he said; "What is
this?" I told him that it was the hand of
a gorilla. His next question, and there
was in it a tone of mingled awe and reasoned conclusion, was: "Are they like us?"
Indeed the scientific method is simply
the natural reaction of man to his sur.
roundings when not hampered by the taboo
of traditional authority. His method of
arriving at truth is in no way changed
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Remarkable Case of Atavism
Among Pigeons
By HOWELL S. ENGLAND
WHEN, as a boy at home, I had just
finish'ed reading, surreptitiously, Dar·
win's "Origin of Species"; I was much
struck by the variations from the original
wild rock dove shown by the various
breeds of domestic pigeons.
I had a variety of pigeons,-Pouters,
Duchess, Antwerp, J acobins, Fantails and
Outside Tumblers. In order to experiment
whether a pigeon resembling the blue rock
dove could be produced by crossing these
various breeds, I mated them purposely so
t hat the mates ,~ould be as divergent as
possible in size, formation and coloring.
In one of these cross matings the cock
bird was an Antwerp (blue checker) and
the hen a Brown Tumbler.
From the first pair of eggs only the
smaller egg hatched. The larger, too, was
fertile, but the little pigeon had apparently
died in the shell.
Examination showed that the upper
mandible of the bill was missing, the lower
mandible being of full size. The structure
of the upper jaw ended at the nostril5-.
Otherwise the young pigeon had been
vigorous, but it had five perfectly formed
toes, the original normal number. on each
foot, three pointing in the normal direction and two reaching backward, somewhat
as in a Houdan or Dorking chicken. The
wings had the ordinary two toes consolidated at the joints, making the point of
the wing, but the other three toes, which
in the ordinary pigeon are reduced to one
little jointless projecting point, were supplemented by a second projecting point, so
that it had five toes on the feet and four
on the wings.
I sent the specimen to the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences, where it
was kept as an interesting instance of partial reversion to original type.
Readers of EVOLUTION who live in the
country or who may be breeders of pet
stock of any kind, should watch carefully
for all such illuminating variations and
report their discoveries to the nearest
museum of natural history as well as to
EVOLUTION.

when assisted by instruments of preC1Slon,
or by devices which increase the range of
his sense organs.

If those zealous people who have ap·
propriated, without what seems to be an
appealing ju·stification, the name Funda·
mentalist would consult their own common
sense, and apply the scientific method to
an examination of the anti-science tenets
of their theology, they might be led to remove a lot of the hay and stubble which
has got into their foundations.
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The Amateur Scientist
A MOl"THLY FEATUIU;

conducted by

PARAMECIUM, THE
SLIPPER ANIMALCULE
Paramecium is a very active one·celled
animal found in stagnant water. To raise
a herd of him, soak some grass in a
tumbler of water for a week or two, with_
out changing the water. It will turn
muddy and brown, and smell like sin, but
it will be full of interesting microscopic
life. Sharp eyes can detect moving motes
in a drop of this water held up to the
light. Placed on a glass slide under a
low powered microscope (20 to 30 diam·
eters), this drop of water is found to con'
tain various transpar'ent little animals, the
most obvious and aClive being paramecium.
It is shaped like a lop-sided slipper,
hence its popular name, the "slipper
animalcule". It swims with somewhat of
a corkscrew motion, impelled by fine, hair·

A.

1l

PARAMECIUM: A left side; B. under
surface; 1. cilia; 2. mouth; 3. gullet;
4. food entering; 5. food within; 6. excretion spot; 7. breathing bubble; 8. big
nucleus; 9. small nucleus; la. nucleus
center.
like cilia which wave rapidly back and
forth like oars. A higher magnification
(50 to 100 diameters) will show these cilia
when they are at rest and something of
the creature's simple structure, among other
things its funnel·shaped mouth at the in·
step part of the slipper and its pulsating
excretion-spot near the end.
Patient watching may also show how
the animal reproduces. It gets thin at its
middle, starts whirling around rapidly. Its
waist gets thinner and thinner until it
finally breaks and the two parts fly apart,
each part a paramecium of rather squat
shape which soon grows to normal size
and form. Should the drop of water dry
up, the paramecium dries with it and may
actually die. But you ne,'er can tell, for
this speck of dust may preserve the spark
of life and some day, when it gets wet
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again, will swell out into life and activity,
just as it must have done to start the
colony in your tumbler of dirty water.

MICROSCOPES
MICROSCOPES are magnifiers used for
enlarging and viewing small, near ob·
jects. There are two general kinds, simple and compound.
Simple microscopes, which may consist
of one or more lenses set close together,
are called magnifiers, examples being
reading glasses and pocket lenses. They
are designated by their focal distances
which determine their magnifying po',·ers.
To find the focal distance of a lens, use
it as a burning glass and measure the distance at which the sun's image is smallest,
clearest and brightest on the surface being
burned. The more cUT\'ed the surfaces of
a lens are, the shOI1er the focal distance.
the higher the magnification and the smal·
ler the field of view. Large reading glasses
are always low powered, while high magnifications are possible only with small lenses
with very curved surfaces. To find the
magnifying power. of a lens divide ten
inches by its focal distance. Thus a lens
of one inch focus magnifies ten times, one
of two inches focus, five times, etc. In
using magnifiers, the object should be in
the best light and the lens should be held
close to the eye.
In the compound microscope much higher magnifications are secured by using twO
lenses or groups of lenses, one of short,
the other of lonr focus and set some dis·
tance apart. To keep them and the object
in line and at proper distance, they must
be mounted rigidly in a frame of metal
which we usually call the microscope stand.
It has a foot for firmness, a stage on which
the object is placed, a tube for the lenses
and of course the connecting framework.
Mechanical means are usually provided for
changing the relative positions of the
lenses and the object, called the focusing
adjustment. A mirror, flat or concave, with
perhaps a lens condenser, is used to throw
concentrated light on the ohject. As the
object is usually a thin slice or a shallow
drop on a glass slide, it can be hest illuminated by bringing the light from below through a hole in the stage.
The short focus lens near the object
is the objective, the longer focus lens near
the eye is the eye·piece or ocular. In the
better instruments, the magnifications can
be changed, not only by using different
combinations of these lenses, but by meanS
of a draw.tuhe for changing their distances apart, for the farther apart they
are, the greater the resulting magnifica.
tions. To get a distinct view, the object
must be at exactly the right distance from
the objective lens. High power instruments are therefore provided with two adjustments for moving the tube up and

PAGE ELEVEN
down, a coarse adjustment for approxi·
mate focusing and a fine (slow·moving)
adjustment for exact focusing.
The student' of biology who wants more
than a book knowledge must very soon
resort to the microscope. A cheap magnifier will help the eye a lot, but a com·
pound microscope of good make should be
in the hands of every serious student.
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THE CELL UNIT OF LIFE
The unit of all living beings is the
cell, which is ordinarily microscopic in
size. It consists essentially of a j elly.like
mass (the cytoplasm) within which is a
denser nucleus. In animal structures, the
cells may not be easily distinguished, only
the nuclei being really distinct, but in
plants the cells are clearly separated by
definite walls. Some cells, used for water
storage, arc very large, as in the cactus
stem, the begonia leaf or the pulp of the
lemon, orange or grape-fruit and can be
seen with the naked eye or a low-powered
microscope. To see their inner structure,

Cross·section of bean stem.
one must, however, use a powerful micro·
scope (50 to 100 diameters).
In outer shape, cells vary greatly, being
round, long, flat or branching. The nuclei
within also have many shapes, from round
to a long corkscrew. Cells may contain
other things, such as grains of starch or
chlorophyll (the green coloring matter of
plants) and foreign matter. But whatever its shape or functions, each cell lives
and grows and eventually dies. It multiplies itself by subdividing into parts which
become distinct cells.
The whole organism may consist of only
one cell, as the amoeba or paramecium
among animals and some algae (green
water scum) among plants. It may con'
sist of a few cells strung together in chains
or bunched into little bundles, each memo
ber of the colony being and functioning
alike, with no division of labor between
them. Or the organism may be buih up
of millions of cells of variouS kinds,
grouped into tissues of like cells, each
tissue group having its own special work
to do and all cooperating by dividing
between them the many labors of the
body as a whole.
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"Is the American Museum of Natural
History misspending the taxpayers' money
and poisoning the minds of school children
by false and bestial theories of evolution?
Ought not the Bible to be exhibited at the
Museum as well as a lot of musty old
bones?" Reverend John Roach Straton,
quoted by Shipley in "War on Modern
Science".
"If anyone wants to teach that God·for·
saken, hell. born, bastard theory of evolution, then let him go out and let him be
supported by the men who believe that
blasted theory and not expect the Chris·
tian people of this country to pay for the
teaching of a rotten, stinking professor
who gets up there' and teaches our chil·
dren to forsake God and makes our
schools a clearing house for their God·for·
saken politics.
(Applause)."
Reverend William Ashley Sunday, 0.0.,
before congregation at Elmira, N. Y., quoted by Alumni Journal of James Millikin
University, Winter, 1925, Page 27.

DIS guy Mister Man is some bolony;
maybe he don't like hisself, ha! Now
dat he can git up off his grubhooks onta
his hind legs an order a coupla weenies at
Coney Island, maybe he don't high hat
his poor relashns de shimpanzee and de
gorilla.
But didja ever see him at de Museum?
Does he mit his old gran pop de apeman
when he bumps inta him? Betcha life he
don't-he aint gonna reckernize him if he
can help it.
One of dem syentific boids at de Museum
let out some line about it de odeI' day. He
claimed dat youse could see de resemberlance every time.

"It were better to die with Christ than
to be cured by a Jew Doctor aided by the
deviL" Protest by Wuertemberg clergy
against granting of privileges to Jewish
physicians.
"Satan produces all the maladies which
afflict mankind, for he is the prince of
death . . . he poisons the air; . . . no
malady comes from God." Luther, quoted
by Andrew D. White, Il, p. 45.
"The anti·evolution law is nothing more
than a modern application of the ancient
law of blasphemy. Under it it has long
been a criminal offense to publicly 'deny
the story of God's creation' with intent to
'alienate the minds of others from the 100'e
of and reverence of God'." Attorney Eugene McSweeney of Tennessee in Christian
Fundamentalist.
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Our lokesmith Stumped
Reverend Professor Leander S. Keyser,
0.0., in "Bible Champion," August, 1928,
pp. 413·414 (italics ours): "Evolution now
means that all forms of present·day life
have emerged from a primordial germplasm, which somehow or other came into
existence as a moneron, proton, or amoe
ba. . . ." "
. it means that man .
harks back to the primordial proton or
amoeba."
Evidently the Reverend Professor of
Fundamentalism thinks the nucleus of the
a tom is some sort of a bug! And he's
author of a volume exposing the fallacies
of Evolution!

(1f unybody can relaite this joke and
improve it, he has my blessing. One can't
quite explain straight out that a "proton"
is the positive electric charge at the center
of un atom. Yet one can't quite assume
that everybody knows.)
EDWIN TEI"NEY BREWSTER.

By

EDDIE BOl;\S

Accordin to dis perlesser boid, I1Iister
:llan usta sure get away wit it. But jist
about de time he kidded hisself dat he
was makin de grade an puttin it acrost
good about how his folks usta live on
Park A"enoo on Toity·toid street he got
one slick acrost de mug. An who done it?
Jist an old bozo named Darwin who horns
in an tells I1Iister Man where he gits off.
"Hey youse," says dis Darwin guy, "git
wise to yesself-git wise. YeI' genu wine
f amIy tree is smeared all over yeI' body.
"Say, it's some pedigree ya got," he says,
"foist you se was a poor fish mopin about
in a prime·evil swamp. Den youse was
some kinda cra,din ting wit a mug like a
bullfrog,-only not so bright, wot I mean.
":\'ext youse was a furry little animal
sumpn like a rat but wit a bobcat's tern·
per. It took millions of years afore youse
could climb up de trees an hang onta dem
wid yeI' tail. Den youse begins to sit up
on yeI' hind legs an loses yeI' tail. About
dat time youse gits to look like Happy
Hooligan in de funnies."
Fellahs, youse can knock me for a row
of ashcans if dat del' perfesser warn't de
cats whiskers wit dis syentific stuff, wot
I mean. Off he goes again, like dis:
"Bime·by," he says, "Mister Man gits
chaste outa de trees an begins runnin on
de streets like de Patchin Place gang. Den,
later on, de saber-toothed tiger chases him
an he beats it to de caves. Den dis ting
dey calls de Ice Age come along an he
has one helluYa time slidin down de gla·
ciers an fillin de Hairy Mammoth's hide
full of pins wit chipt arrows.
"Onct de cave bear comes up an takes
a squin t at him. J ist as de bear shoves
his bean inta de cave Mister ?lIan jumps
up an shoots him one acrost his smeller
wit a can'ed war·club. Out goes Mister
Bear-yep! Out like a light.
"By dis time Mister Man gits to be a
reglar guy an learns how to bean his old
woman wit a stone axe. Foist sign of
comin civlizashn, wot I mean.
"After dat he gits inta de Neo Stone
Age. Boys," says de perfesser guy, "here's
de nigger in de wood-shack: About dat
time some wisenheimer gits ta find out
about farmin. Dat B;mbo gits Mister Man
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in bad, cause de.l de hull famIy had ta
git ta woik. An de hull mess of peoples
has had to woik ever since.
"Oat's where de monks has de laff on
us."
LETTER FROM A FUNDAMENTALIST
To the Editor:
While in Portland today I picked up a
copy of your interesting, albeit bigoted and
intolerant publication. I enjoyed reading
it, although I am something of a "funny
mentalist'.', not however of the Straton
type, who is a liability rather than an
asset to Christianity.
The copy was of the March issue and
I wish some of .our hyphenated Baptist
"funnymentalists" who try so anxiously to
reconcile IIIodernism and Christianity and
keep both within the same organization,
could read your editorial on Pussyfooting.
Regardless of which is right or wrong the
sooner we recognize that if one is right the
other is wTong and that there isn't room
for them in the same bed, the better off
we')) be. Intellectual ostriching is neither
scientific nor sound ethics.
But I wish you would be more scientifically tempered toward us "funnymentalists". Granting, for the sake of argu·
ment, that you are right, it would be as
scientific to blame a monkey for not having
evolved beyond his tail, or to blame the
earth for not having evolved beyond cataclysmic volcanic eruptions as to blame us
for not having evo!"l'ed beyond our primi.
tive superstitions to the grand intellectual
heights to which it is allowed for argumentative purposes you have evolved.
It has been said that the state of a
man's mind is as much of a fact as the
condition of his stomach, and the state of
our funnymentalists' mind is as much of a
scientific fact as is the state of a monkey
who has not yet evohed to the estate of
man.
Please be patient with us, as you would
be patient with the monkey, for not having
evolved to your plane. For from your point
of view we are simply a study in psychology, a scientific study, and you should
study us as dispassionately and with the
same equipoise as yeu would study a volcano. We are not bigots, no more than a
volcano is bigoted. Perhaps our chemical
processes are not correct. Maybe we need
some sugar-although on second thought
we are probably not lacking in courage.
But certainly if you are so doughty a believer in science you will study us scientifically to discover the scientific causes
of our mental (?) phenomena. Or are we
outside the sphere of science? Strange
indeed that some have so much pathological patience for the criminal and none for
us.
Sincerely,
PAUL

S.

WHITCO)IB.

"How easily men ignore facts when
blindfolded by a preaccepted theory."Henry Genrge.
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Illustrated Evolution Lecture
We have now in preparation an illustrated lecture on "The Animals of the
Past", consisting of colored stereopticon
slides and full lecture text, which will
be rented to readers of EVOLUTION for
presentation in their communities. You
can now announce an evolution lecture,
get these slides for the date set and deliver you own lecture on the basis of the
authoritative and interesting text we provide. A stereopticon outfit can usua))y
h~ secured locally.
Many schools and
haJls have them. You can charge a small
admission or take up a coJlection to meet
the expenses.
This lecture is being I?repared by Allan
Strong Broms, associate editor of EVOLUTION, for several years science editor for
the largest slide house in the country and
for more than twenty years one of our
ablest popular lecturers on science. The
subject, "Animals of the Past", has been
selected from his series of over thirty
illustrated lectures on evolution as the
first for revision and popularization.
Write us for further details as to ren·
tal charges, dates, etc. PUt your applica·
tion in at once so that we may know how
many sets to prepare to meet the demand
and so you may be sure of getting the
lecture on the date vou want. Additional
illustrated lectures 'on evolution will be
prepared and made available as your demand warrants. With your cooperation,
this can be made one of the most effective
and convincing methods of promoting the
understanding of evolution.

More X.Ray Experiments
Can we effect growth and sex of animals
by somehow treating their eggs? It would
seem so according to the report of three
years experiments conducted by Dr. W. H.
Dieffenbach and Mrs. J. F. Ranken published in the June issue of the Journal of
the American Institute of Homeopathy.
Chicken eggs were exposed to action of
X·rays for definite periods of time and the
results in the chickens compared wi th
those from eggs not thus treated. Three
important and very definite results were
noted.
First; short exposures (8 minutes being best) with filtered X-rays stimulated
the growth of the chickens.
Second; long exposures (from one to
five hours) reduced the growth of the
chickens.
Third; most interesting, the five·hour ex,
posure resulted in none but female chick.
ens. Dr. Mary B. Stark, the embryologist,
suggests that this was due to the prolonged exposure destroying a basic chromo·
some (heredity·bearer in the germ ce)))
thus permitting only the female chromosome to develop.
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CROWING UP-By Karl de Schweinitz,
The MacmiJlan Company, N. Y., $2.50.
This book teJls how we become alive
and are born and grow up.
It is a story that has happened to
everybody, to your neighbors next door,
to your mother and father, and to you.
We are a)) interested in it. We have
aJl been babies and we have aJl been
born, so, of course, we want to know how
we came into the world.
It is to teJl boys and girls this story that
I have written "Growing Up".
Karl de Schweinitz.
THE FALLS OF NIAGARA. By Glenn C.
Forrester. D. Van Nostrand Co. $2.50
No spot in America is so packed with
geologic interest as the gorge of Niagara.
Coral reefs and ripple-marked shores of
ancient seas, rocks scratched and grooved
by the hob-nailed heel of the glacial ice
sheet, pot·holes being formed under the
clear waters at your feet, pot· holes of other
days marking old stream courses and
levels, a great pre-glacial Niagara gorge
now traceable only by deep we)) borings
through the glacial debris that fiJls it. such
are some of the mere incidents of the tale
here told. The main story is of receding
ice sheets, the changing Great Lakes ponded between the ice bank on the North and
the ridges and glacial rubbish to the
South, the tilting of the earth·crust heaving
upward in relief when the mile-thick ice
sheet melted away, each change altering
the Great Lakes outlets so that now the
Niagara channel was brimming fuJl and
now quite robbed of its stream.
The st0l)' of the faJls begins at the
non hem brink of the Niagara plateau. It
took thousands of years to recede to its
present position by headward cutting of
its gorge. Each change of outlets from the
Great Lakes affected the rate and depth of
gorge cutting. When the Bow was great,
the deep and wide portions of the gorge
were rapidly cut; the shallow and narrow
portions resulted when the stream was
scanty. Midway in its work and recession,
the faJls reached the buried preglacial
gorge, cleared a portion of it with a rush
(the present Whirlpool basin) and then
again resumed its slower work of cutting
the upper gorge through the solid rock
strata.
A)) this makes a geologic story that has
long needed telling. Two million people
visit Niagara each year, but not one in a
thousand sees a tenth of the wonder. This
book will open their mental eyes. It will
also guide their feet, for the last chapter
gives an effective one day tour of the
scene. The pictures and diagrams are
ample and effective and the rest is just·
plain talk, no technicalities, no writing for
effect. This vel)' significant incident in
earth evolution has been very weJl, because
clearly, told. The scene itself is, of course,
beyond words and the author has most
properly not tried to find words for its
wonder.

A. S. B.
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EVOLUTION BOOK SERVICE
96 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Send the items checked to undersigned:
THE FALLS OF NIAGARA: Glenn
C. Forrester
,•.__ $2.50
GROWING UP: Karl de Schweinitz... 1.75
PICTURE BOOK OF EVOLUTION:
Dennis Hird
,
_
_ 3.i5
CREATION BY EVOLUTION: Edited by Frances Mason
$5.00
THE BRAIN FROM APE TO MAN:
Frederick Tilney __
825.00
LET FREEDOM RING: Arthur Garfield Hays
_
_................. $2.50
EVOLUTION FOR JOHN OOE: Hen·
shaw Ward
_._ _ 3.50
EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE:
Henshaw Ward _
_ 3.50
DARWIN. THE MAN AND HIS
WARFARE: Henshaw Ward __ 5.00
WAR ON MODERN SCIENCE: May.
nard Shipley
3.00
MY HERESY: Bishop William Mont·
gomery Brown
$2.00
CONCERNING MAN'S ORIGIN: Sir
Arthur Keith _ .._..__...
..
2.00
HISTORY
OF WARFARE
OF
SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY
White (2 volumes) _
_.__..__ 6.00
OUTLINE OF MAN'S KNOWL·
EDGE: Clement Wood
5.00
SCIENCE VERSUS DOGMA:
Charles T. Sprading.________ 1.50
MICROBE HUNTERS: Paul de Kruif 3.50
WHY WE BEHAYE LIKE HUMAN
BEINGS: George A. Dorsey_._ _ 3.50
MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE: HuxIey 1.00
ORIGIN OF SPECIES: Darwin.•
1.00
CREATION:
NON· EVOLUTION·
ARY THEORIES: Brewster..
3.50
RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE:
Haeckel ......
2.50
EVOLUTION: Monthly, One Year, $1.00
(Write VERY plainly)
Amount enclosed $.
.._ _
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From Our Readers
"It always gives me a thrill to hear
something about evolution and natural
science, not because it is my hobby just
now but because its mission is to free
the world from superstition and slavery.
"This time of year always finds me a
little in debt, but here is a dollar for
broadcasting. I hope I can do some real
pushing about December when people be·
gin to read here.
"I have not been able to go anywhere
on account of work, so have not made
you the Sl,OOO.OO will yet. Would like
to favor several organizations tbat are try·
ing to further natural science, but have no
faith in our local County Attorney, so if
you can write several blanks in favor of
EVOLUTION I would be pleased to fill
one in with my signature and may be
lucky enough to find some other no good
old bachelor who would do likewise.
"But as I said before, I do not intend
kicking in right now. I intend to find
a sweetheart and see the world before I
kick in, Old Mexico and Russia pre·
ferred."
A reader out West.
"Herewith M. O. for £1.15.
Please
forward EVOLUTION ]2 mos. to follow·
ing six persons. For the balance send
us copies of next issue of EVOLUTION.
These we intend to use as specimen copies
and hope from them to be able to forward
a -considerable number of new subscribers."
Rationalist Assn. of Australia.
"It is the du ty of every father and
mother to protest against the shameful
anti·evolution laws for the sake of the;"
children, for the sake of the human race
of tomorrow. We must demand free teaching and free speech. The fundamentalists
are trying to close the doors of knowledge
by force and by "ote. We must not per·
mit the fundamentalists to force a law
against evolution-against the truths of na·
tur~- -upon us.
It is our utmost duty to
fight against such anti-evolution laws. It
is our duty to see to it that the TRUTH is
taught to our children in all the s~hools.
EMIL F ALK, Michigan.
"Use enclosed check sent with my corn'
pliments-no strings tied to it. Here's
hoping that you "make the grade" in
the courageous job you have so well be·
gun." E. l\L Kindle, Canada.
HAIL! SOAP-BOXERSl
You'll find EVOLUTION sells like Hot
Cakes at street meetings. We'll stake you
to twenty copies, for we know you'll come
for more. You pay a nickle, it sells for a
dime. Connect up instantly. Listen:"Sold 100 last night, after lecture.. Send
n:e 300 copies of next issue. It is only
a question of time, I think that I'll dis·
pose of a thousand copies a month:'
David A. Tullman, Illinois.

"I wish you every success in this en.
deavor. It is beyond words that there are
such people as fundamentalists living today," William Beebe, New York.
"A copy of EVOLUTION accidently came
to my attention. This State needs such a
publication as much as a few other States.
I immediately found four others and with
myself made up five subscriptions. Success to your publication." O. J. McLaughlin, Arkansas.
"Having read your editorial "A Pernicious Practice", I call upon authors and
publishers of biological works to refuse to
omit sections dealing with evolution. Such
omission, with a view of securing fundamentalist patronage, is wholly unscientific
and unpardonable at this crucial period
in our struggle for intellectual freedom.
"I call upon teachers of biology who
choose their own texts' to refuse to in·
troduce to their class(s any such texts or
other books put out by an author or pub·
lisher who has made such a sacrifice of
principle.
"As a teacher of biology I have had the
selection of te:<t·books for hundreds of students. There is nothing I resent more
than the cowardly omission of a princi·
pIe pre\·jously set forth. A list of authors
or publishers stooping to such an extent
should be placed in the hands of biolo·
gists throughout the United States.
"Your jo~"nal has taught us many
things of great and eternal value. Among
other things it has
.

Taught us, above all else, to love the
truth;
Taught us, in all Ke say, to be sincere;
Taught us, that we, in turn, might teach
the )·outh
To shun the cheap and prize the things
most dear.
Taught us that we relentless war might
wage
A gainst base slavery 01 every kind;
Taught us to iace intolerance's rage
While we tear oif the shackles 01 the
mind.
H. G. BAKER, Kansas.
FRIENDS IN DEED
Contributions from the following sup'
porters of EVOLUTION have Ir.::lde it pos·
sible to bring out this August issue and
again send several thousand copies to
prospective subscribers:F. A. Barnes, J. 1. Bennett, J. Brewv·
sky, Wm. l\L Brown, J. C. R. Charest,
Geo. W. Clapp, A. B. Cohen, W. T. De·
Coster, F. A. Delabarre, Martin Dewey,
Frank Doster, Lynn A. Drew, D. Eccles,
Emil Falk, Wm. K. Gregory, Frank Hart,
W. M. Houghton, V. H. Jackson, E. M.
Kindle, Bennelt Larson, M. Mark, J.
Meisenbach, J. F. Morton, E. S. Moser,
Mrs. Thos. D. Murphy, A. Nielen, E. 1.
Prizer, Theo. Schroeder, A. Shearer, D. F.
Sweetland, Chas. A. Spahn, Samuel Ticer,
Leo Turbow, Wesley Van Nette, Geo. W.
Van Pelt, D. Vojan, :\lorris Weinberg.
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OVER THREE THOUSAND
paid in advance subscribers' are now re.
ceiving EVOLUTION. Not many, when you
look at our hundred million inhabitants,
but not so bad at all when you consider
that EVOLUTION started without capital,
and has been built solely by the good will
of its readers.
The subscripiion list, itemized by States,
is as follows: (This does NOT include
bundle orders, which would more than
double the number)
13
1
11

Ala
Alas.
Ariz.
Ark
CalL
Can.

:31
13

D. C
'

13
12
9
5

Ha""ai
Idabo
Ill.

27
19

~aDs

4~

h.y

2
9

:l.laille

;1.11(:11.

;l.l1nn.

57
163
90

•.
.

..
.

61

.. .........•

Foreign

Total

21

2
4

10
18

17
32
1

8
92
4
50
tl
56

\I'~'.

17

1

96

3S

Wisc

6S

Uon.
'eor.

21

.
.
.
.

Wash
W. Vu. .

2

\10.

H
41
Ifl!)

TeDIl

Vt.
Vu.

~7

IIIss.

12
291
473

S. D

Te:<as
1.'tah ...

1.

La.

;'Id.
Uass.

PaD
Penll. .
PbiJip
R. 1.
S. C ..

2~9

.

rnd.
Iowa

85-

Ohio
Okla.
Ore.

IS

Fla
Ga

1
.4

K. C....
N. D.

2~

.....

..

H.

)<.

22
363
52

Colo.

COllll.
Deja.

J:\ev
N. J.
N. M.
!'. Y.
>l. Y. C.

3,067

To "break even" financially EVOLUTION
must have a minim\!m of TEN THOUS·
AND paid subscriptions. And this is es·
sential to making an effective campaign
against fundamentalism. The quicker we
get them, the sooner will EVOLUTION be·
come a POWER with which organized
superstition must reckon.
No need to
wait years for this. You can do it in ONE
MONTH, if each one of you will follow
the example of the friends listed in this
HONOR HOLL

142 A. Nielen
20 Emil Falk
20 C. SahJin
]0 David Eccles
10 Leo Turbow
] 0 A. Shearer
6 J. Lee Bennett
5 Fr. Masek
5 R. 1. Jones
5 J. C. Cromshow
5 J. Creidenberg
5 O. l\1acLaughlin

4 Frank Hart
4 H. D. Waggoner
4 O. D. Whitenack
3 Mary E. Bennett
3 P. B. Cowdery
3 G. A. Wotherspoon
3 Tyomies

3
3
3
3

J. Brezowsky
D. Vojan
Em. Dymacek
Simon Olson

Of courSe we cannot expect many to
equal the record set last month by A.
Nielen, but every reader CAN send AT
LEAST FIVE new ones, and that will
do the trick. The great series of articles
by Henshaw Ward and our special Ar·
kansas Campaign offer (see back page)
will make it EASY.

DR. N. S. HANOKA
DEKTAL SUR·GEON

High Cla.ss Dentistry
At Moderate Prices
65 WEST 117th STREET
Uniycrsity 89;;0
!'ew Yorl<, N. Y.
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HEALTH

FOOD.

Not

Breakfa".t

Food

Food tor every meal and tor every slUng
person-has stood the public test 29 years.
Tyler's Macerated (whole) Wbeat ComblnIltion-fruit. nuts. etc. (no drugs)-tasty.
ready to eat-banishes constipaUon at once,
restoring normal health Ilnd strength. Incomparable for women In delicate conditlon. Send dollar or check for week's sup·
ply on a money-back g-uarantee. BYRON
TYLER (EstabliShed 1899), 1920 Gibraltar
Bldg.• Kansas City. Mo.

In The Off Years Wise Men
Provide for Times of Stress
Only 9 legislatures met in 1928; 39
"ill meet in 1929, and many of them

AMERICAN SECULAR U;\,WI'i
stands for the principles proclaimed in the
Nine Demands" of Liberalism, or the corn·
plete separation of church and state. Organized 1876. Incorporated 1900 under the
laws of Illinois. A representative national
organization managed by a board of direc.
tors elected by the membership every third
year. Annual membership, Sl.OO; Life,
$10.00. Address all communications to
W. L. Maclaskey, Secretary, P. O. Box
I J 09. Chicago, Illinois.

A boarding school for boys, located

20 miles west of Paris, specializing

Has its

New donnitory and

can ideas of sanitation, lighting,
etc.

Excellent ~cience laboratories

..

'

I

POLK' ':;REFERENCE BOOK

I

and Mailing List_ Catalog

j

and manual training room.

I

.....

Gives counts and "nric'os-on" OVer 8.000

clfferent lines of business. No matter
. 'what your business, in this book you

wIll find the number of

~'our

Address inquiries !O

prospec-

tive customerS listed.
.
Valuable information is also given as to
how you can use the malls to secure
orders and inquiries for ~'Qur products
or services.
.

American Executive Secretary

Box 675,

Amherst,

11

Mass.
11

Wrlre ror Your FREE Cony

R. L. POLK & CO., Detroit, Mic".

W. H, liERJ?,
PrMident of the Church of Humanity
Great Bend, Kansas

"

gymnasium built last year. Ameri·

The 'Unknown" a1ld "Gnlmowable",
become Known br KERR'S DISCOVERIES of the Truths of :\ature, that
the Universe contains no Real God, that
man has no SOUl, and that i1eath enils I
life, mind and consciousness forever. I
All about H In "The Junior Text
Book." The most valuable of al! books
for everyone. Only 25 cents, postpaid.
Address the Author,

I:
-!

playing fields.

504 Gillette Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

I

Par VilIenes (S. et 0.)
France

own farm, cows, etc., and plenty of

Incorporated

I

CHATEAU DE BURES

lege Board examinations.

Science League of America

I

".'

in preparation for American Col-

"ill have anti-evolution measures presen ted before them.
Fundamentalists are planning their
caml?aig-n; why not Evolutionists?
JOlD the Seience Lcague of America
now. Help build np its strcngth. We
need your help KOW, that 'n'e may not
be caught unprepared to i1efend freedom of teaching and research when
Ihe Big Fight starts again in 1929.
')ues $3 a ~'ear; life membership S2~
"-l"lt" for Leaflet and Application BlaJlk

I

.

"

STUDENT AGENTS
WANTED

Lar~est

City Directory Publishers In the WC"rld
List Compllers-Du::)!ness StatisticS
Producers of Dlrec:t Mall Ad\"erllsllll:

M,dlin~

E,"OLUTIO:-l, 96 Fifth Ave., New York
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Save Arkansas!

.':' .

SHALL EVOLUTION BE OUTLAWED?
Another American state is menaced. The first anti-Evolution referendum ever held occurs in Arkall.sal,
November 6th.
Orthodox Christians, organizing rural ignorance, seek to emasculate education by denying
children the truth of Modern Sclence. There is no opposition, exeepc a group of compromising, camouflaging,
scared-to-death pussy·footers, who dare not attack Christianity or the Bible, behind which the Enemy takes.
refuge.
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ATHEISM
therefore, from ne-cessity, declares war on both parties.
powerful anti-religious tracts ever written:

As ammunition, the A. A. A. A. uses the two mOiit
'-

"GODLE'S EVOLUTION"
AND "THE BIBLE IN THE BALANCE" By CHARLES SMITH, 4A President
These Atheistic masterpieces (4-page folders of 8,000 words each) will be broadcast throughout the state and
wherever the Church invades the School.
A fund of $10,000 is needed at once to save Arkansas from intellectual darkness-from the disgrace into
which Tennessee and Mississippi have fallen. Mr. Smith, a native of the state, will return there to direct the
campaign. We must stop the Fundamentalists. The 4A appe3!s to every Evolutionist for aid in this important
fight.
Send membership (dues, $1 a year), order for tracts (100 for $J; samples free) and CONTRIBUTIOK to
the SAVE ARKANSAS FUND to

WOOLSEY TELLER, General Secretary,
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119 E. 4th St., Ne",,- York City
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YOU WOULD NOT STAND IDLY BY
in presence of an outrage such as pictured here.
Yet something worse is about to take place, the
MENTAL RAPE OF ARKANSAS
through anti-evolution referendum November oth.
Don't wait until the deed is done. Act NOW.
TO ENLIGHTEN ARKANSAS
before too late, Henshaw Ward, author of Evolution for John Doe, has written three special articles
1. Evidence from Breeding (for September).
2. Evidence from Field Work (for October.)
3. Evidence from Laboratory (for November).
Mr. Ward explains all the important discoveries so
plainly and clearly that even those that have never
studied science can understand. He does not deal
with religion, but simply states the facts of science.

BEFORE VOTING TO OUTLAW EVOLUTION
every voter in Arkansas should certainly be fair
enough to read THE EVIDENCE FOR EVOLU·
TION and judge the facts for himself. Millions
in other States, your friends and neighbors, should
also read this evidence. Bigots will refuse, those
that need it most will not subscribe themselves, but
many will read if YOU ask them.
SPECIAL ARKANSAS CAMPAIGN OFFER
the three issues to one address 25 cents, to five or
more addresses 20 cents each. Ask neighbors
and friends to give trial ,subscriptions RIGHT
AWAY so they'll get opening article in September
number. Also order a bundle. Surely you can use a
hundred. They'll be specially appropriate for teach·
ers and students as schools open. Cover your school.
~.

EVOLUTION, 96 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Fu enclosed $._ _ _
send a bundle oL..__.._._-'__ copies
September, October and No\'ember issues to
Name

.....................................

Street &
Number

Special 3 mos. trial subscription S .2a
to 5 or more addresses, each .• .20
Bundle, 5 to one address, 3 mOB. .75
.•
10 to oue address, 3 mos. 1.50
100 to one address. 3 mos. 15.00
" 1000 to OBe address, 3 1ll0S. 150.00
Cit" &
Stite

.

Also send the three issues containing Henshaw Ward's special Arkan~as campaign articles to
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(Use extra sheels for more subscribers. See !lo,,' big a list )·ou can send. But don't hold it more tbon a \\'epk.)
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